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Abstract
Background:Observational studies have suggested associations between sleep duration and
atherosclerosis(AS).However,it’s role as a risk factor or as a subeffect because of atherosclerosis is
uncertain.

Methods:We performed a literature search of genome-wide studies that evaluate sleep duration.We used
a two -sample Mendelian randomization approach to evaluate the causality of sleep duration on
atherosclerosis risk,using 2 cohorts:MRC-IEU (n=460,099)and UK Biobank(n=361,194).The two-sample
MR study was conducted to estimate causal relationship between sleep duration and AS,with the inverse-
variance weighted (IVW)method,Robust adjusted pro�le score (RAPS),simple-and weighted-median
method.Moreover,MR-Egger regression,RadialMR,MR-PRESSO and leave-one-out analysis were performed
to evaluate the potential pleiotropy effect.

Results:Genome-wide association studies of sleep duration were evaluated.No associations were found
in relation to atherosclerosis(odds ratio=0.90[95% CI,0.98-1.00];p-value=1.86×10−1).MR-Egger,MR-
PRESSO,and leave-one-out analysis did not indicate horizontal pleiotropy.

Conclusion:Our MR study suggested that genetically predicted sleep duration was not causally
associated with AS among the European populations.

Introduction
Atherosclerosis is a multifactorial disease,the leading cause of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
events[1].Atherosclerosis is a complex multifactorial trait with an enigmatic genetic aetiology,and it as
chronic disease severely threatening human health has aroused widely attention,especially for coronary
atherosclerosis.We have witnessed an ‘epidemiolog-ical transition’[2].Increased sanitation and the
treatment of acute infections have reduced the prevalence of infectious diseases in developing
countries,and mor-e individuals now survive to experience chronic diseases such as atherosclerosis.
[3]Atherosclerosis can lead to a variety of cardiovascular diseases (CVD),which has been recognized as
the leading cause of morbidity and mortality[4]. This global spread urgently needs to understand the
mechanism of this malady,advance in its management and develop prospects for mitigating its impact.

Sleep is a complex physiological process produced by the brain,which plays a very important role in
regulating the physiological functions of various systems in the body.As the modern social work time
continuously extended and the change of working mode,the sleep habits of people also in constant
change,among them,the less time for sleep is one of the major changes[5].Indeed,short and long sleep
duration was found to be associated with coronary artery calcium[6-8] and carotid intima-media
thickness[9,10] which are indicators of atherosclerosis in large arteries feeding heart and brain.In
addition,some studies have found that too long or too short sleep time will still increase the incidence of
cardiovascular events after controlling mixed factors such as obesity,hypertension and diabetes[11].It
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suggests that sleep duration is an independent risk factor affecting the occurrence and prognosis of
cardiovascular events.

Mendelian randomization(MR) is an approach that uses genetic variants as proxies for a modifiable
exposure (genetic instruments) in order to assess a causal effect on risk of disease[12].If there is causal
relationship between the exposure and disease in question,the genetic variants instrumenting the
exposure will associated to the disease,provided that the necessary assumptions of the model are
satis�ed.Because these variants are randomly assigned at conception,their association with the disease
outcome is less susceptible to the potential environmental confounding factors and reverse causation
biases that can affect observational studies[13].MR can therefore provide more reliable estimates of
causal relationships.

In this study,we aimed to estimate the causal effect of sleep duration with risk of AS by two-sample MR.

Methods
The data that support the �ndings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.

Supposing the causal estimate of MR studies is convincing.Three pivotal assumptions must be met:1)
The selected genetic IVs must be powerfully associated with exposure[14].2)The selection of genetic IVs
do not affect outcome independently of exposure (i.e.,horizontal pleiotropy is nonexistent)[15].3)The
selected genetic IVs are unrelated to the potential confounders. Figure 1 shows an overview of the current
study design.Because the study was based on publicly available databases and published research,it did
not require ethical approval and consent from participants.Figure 1 shows an overview ofthe current
study design. Ethical approval and consent to participants were not necessary as the study was based on
openly available databases and published studies.

Data sources
In terms of the exposure,the genome-wide association study(GWAS) meta-analysis with 460,099
participants of European ancestry was applied to select IVs for sleep duration.A full description of the
study design,participants and quality control (QC) methods have been described in detail
previously[16].UK Biobank received ethical approval from the Research Ethics Committee (REC reference
for UK Biobank is 11/NW/0382).

About outcome,genetic data on AS were obtained from United Kingdom Biobank participants,including
361,194subjects with European ancestry (14,334 cases and 346,860 controls) in total,covering
13,586,589 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).we introduce covariate-adjusted LD score regression
(cov-LDSC),a method to accurately estimate genetic heritability (h2

g) and its enrichment in both
homogenous and admixed populations with summary statistics and in-sample LD estimates.
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The full data release contains the cohort of successfully genotyped samples
(n=488,377).49,979individuals were genotyped using the UK BiLEVE array and 438,398 using the UK
Biobank axiom array.Pre-imputation QC,phasing and imputation are described elsewhere[17]. 

Selection of instrumental variables
In the present study,SNPs were de�ned as IVs[14]. All requested SNPs conformed with the following
conditions:1.strongly correlated with exposure based on genome-wide signi�cance;2.having no linkage
disequilibrium(LD)(pairwise r2=0.001,window size=10,000kb);3.Without palindromic structures.According
to the three mentioned assumptions and above conditions,a total of 65 SNPs were identi�ed.To achieve
powerful estimates,we used proxy SNPs with strong LD(r2>0.8) to substitute for the selected SNPs on
condition that the corresponding SNPs were unavailable in AS GWAS.The �rst-stage regression, or F,
statistic was used to assess the strength of the instruments and was calculated using the following
equation:F=(R2/k)/([1−R2]/[n−k−1]),where R2 is the proportion of the sleep duration variability accounted
for by the SNP, k is the number of instruments used in the model and n is the sample size[18].To limit the
in�uence of possible weak instrumental variable bias, an F statistic above 10 was expected to be of
su�cient strength for the main study[19].Figure 2 displayed the �ow chart of IVs selection.

Statistical analysis
The inverse-variance weighted(IVW) method was conducted,as the primary method to evaluate the causal
association between sleep duration and AS[20].We chose a �xed-effects model when the p-value,as the
result of Cochran’s Q test,is >0.05,otherwise the random-effects model was applied[21]. The IVW method
was perceived as the most dependable if the selected IVs did not have directional pleiotropy (p-value for
MR-Egger intercept >0.05)[22]. 

In sensitivity analyses,we chose MR-Egger method to evaluate the potential pleiotropy effects.The MR-
Egger regression estimated the causal effect as the slope from the weighted regression of the IVs-
outcome associations on the IVs-exposure association,and the intercept term re�ected the average
pleiotropic effect[23,24]. Additionally,we also applied simple median,weighted median,RadialMR and MR-
PRESSO(Mendelian Randomization Pleiotropy Residual Sum and Outlier) outlier test methods to assess
the presence of pleiotropy[24].If more than 50% SNPs are effective IVs,the consistent estimates of the
causal effect would be provided by the weighted median. Not only does MR-PRESSO detect pleiotropy,but
also it can exclude the outlying SNPs and reassess the effect estimates[24].Meanwhile,leave-one-out
analysis was performed to test the in�uence of outlying values.To remove the effect of other
confounders,we also explored the pleiotropy of each selected SNPs at the GWAS threshold of statistical
signi�cance(p-value<5×10−8) by the PhenoScanner V2
database(http://www.phenoscanner.medschl.cam.ac.uk/)[25].
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All tests were two sided,and differences were considered as statistical signi�cance (p-value <0.05),unless
noted.All of the analyses were conducted using Two Sample MR (V 0.5.6),[25]RadialMR and MR-PRESSO
(V 1.0)[24]packages in R software (4.0.5).

Results
Supplementary Table S2 provided detailed information on the selected SNPs.In the MR study,a total of 3
SNPs (sleep duration:rs1611719;rs17732997;rs2186122)were excluded for palindrome.Ultimately,62
SNPs(all p-value<5×10−8,r2=0.001) were selected as IVs,which included 1 proxy SNPs.

The F statistic of the chosen SNPs is 15.671,which was expected to be of su�cient strength for the main
study(Supplementary Table S4).Based on the sample size of the AS GWAS meta-analysis,there was >80%
power to detect associations of sleep duration with the risk of AS for an effect size (OR)of ~ 0.992
(Supplementary Table S3).All IVs for genetically predicted sleep duration have been certified and applied
in recent other MR studies[26,27].Additionally,all of them were irrelevant to high blood pressure and Low
density lipoprotein up  (Supplementary Table S4).

Cochran’s Q test indicated mild to moderate no heterogeneity for sleep duration(p-value=0.108).Based on
the result of IVW method,there was little evidence supporting the causality between sleep duration and
the risk of AS(OR 0.992,95% CI 0.979-1.004,p-value=0.186)(Supplementary Table S4).The consequences
of simple median and weighted median were similar to that of the IVW method.Meanwhile,the MR-Egger
regression did not reveal horizontal pleiotropy(Pintercept=0.071 for sleep duration)(Supplementary Table
S4).Although RadialMR suggested the existence of outliers(Fig 3),MR-PRESSO showed that outliers had
no effect on the study results(Table 1).Similarly,the pleiotropy was not detected by RAPS(Table 2) and
PhenoScanner V2 database.When horizontal pleiotropy reveal P 0.05 we used IVW(�xed effects)
method(Table 2) to assessment the data.Forest plots,scatter plots,funnel plots,and MR leave-one-out
plots for sleep duration are presented in Supplementary Figures S1-S4.
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Discussion
In this study,we found that there was no evidence to support the causal relationship between genetically
predicted sleep duration and risk of AS among European populations by two-sample MR
analysis.Sensitivity analyses also indicated that the results were robust in general.

Coronary artery calcium scores(CACS), Carotid intima-media thickness (CIMT) and Brachial-Ankle Pulse
Wave Velocity(baPWV) are major surrogate indicators of atherosclerosis and predictors of cardiovascular
events[8,28]. Some studies have explored the effect of sleep duration on the incidence of atherosclerosis
by analyzing the relationship between sleep duration and CACS,CIMT and baPWV.A recent study of 1,968
healthy men aged 40 to 60 assessed the effect of sleep duration on the incidence of subclinical
arteriosclerosis by measuring CACS.The study showed that people who slept for 7 hours had the lowest
incidence of subclinical coronary atherosclerosis.Increased or decreased sleep duration are associated
with an increased incidence of coronary atherosclerosis[29].For people with atherosclerotic risk
factors,sleep duration is also signi�cantly correlated with the incidence of atherosclerosis.Similarly for
CIMT,the CIMT is the lowest when the sleep time is 7-8 h,and the increase or decrease of sleep time will
lead to the increase of CIMT[30]. 

However,several clinical studies reported that there was an insignificant difference between sleep
duration and IMT in AS-related damage and disease activity.Self-reported sleep duration was not
associated with either IMT measure[10].Additionally,there was no evidence that the association between
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insomnia symptoms and CAC score >0 differed by objective short sleep duration status[31]. In
addition,our MR study also indicated that there was little evidence for causality between sleep duration
and the risk of AS.When atherosclerosis occurs,blood lipids in blood vessels are high,blood �ow is
blocked,and circulation is poor,which may cause heart and brain ischemia,and then affect sleep duration.

There is a lack of experimental evidence for a causal relationship between long sleep and cardiovascular
risk in adults the association that is clinically and biologically important.Based on the available
evidence,we hypothesize that the underlying mechanism is metabolic in nature,and acting through an
in�ammatory pathway.Speci�cally,prolonged sleep may lead to low HDL[32,33],
hyperglycemia,hypertriglyceridemia[34],and insulin resistance[35],all of which can lead to vascular
endothelial dysfunction and subclinical in�ammation,thereby further promoting
atherosclerosis[36,37].This pro-atherogenic environment may be exacerbated by associated
social,lifestyle and behavioural factors such as substance use,low physical activity or limited access to
healthy foods[38,39].Regardless of the true direction of causation,we encourage the evaluation of sleep
duration in clinical evaluations,as short or long sleep duration may indicate chronic disease risk.Because
the dangerous diseases such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes are very common in our crowd,lead
to premature illness and death,and at the same time,the sleep is a basic behavior,It’s important to
investigate the relationship between sleep and chronic diseases for a long time,the best prevention
strategy to alert for atherosclerosis which stimulate the cardiovascular disease and so on.It is within the
scope of national and global a signi�cant step towards a healthier population.

As far as we know,this study is the �rst MR study to analyze whether sleep duration is causally concerned
with risk of AS based on open GWAS databases.Furthermore,to decrease the population bias,we selected
European individuals for this two-sample MR study.

The present MR study also had several limitations.First,our study was based on openly available genetic
data,and we could not perform strati�ed analyses or analyses adjusted for other covariates.Second,the
selected instrumental SNPs as IVs explained relatively limited proportion of variance in sleep
duration,ranging from 0.001% to 0.01%.This may lead to low statistical power to detect weak
associations.In the end,our data source was obtained from individuals of European ancestry, and our
�ndings are not necessarily generalizable to other populations outside Europe.

Conclusion
Our MR study indicates that genetically predicted sleep duration is not causally associated with risk of AS
among European individuals.More researches are required to explore the causal relationship between
sleep duration and AS.

Abbreviations
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AS:atherosclerosis;CVD:cardiovascular diseases;MR:Mendelian randomization;GWAS:genome-wide
association study;QC:quality control;cov-LDSC covariate-adjusted LD score regression; IVW:inverse-
variance weighted; MR-PRESSO:Mendelian Randomization Pleiotropy Residual Sum and Outlier; CACS:
Coronary artery calcium scores; CIMT:Carotid intima-media thickness; baPWV: Brachial-Ankle Pulse Wave
Velocity.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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